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THE CITY OF RICHMOND HEREBY ORDAINS: 

§ 1. That Chapter 2, Article VII of the Code of the City of Richmond (2015) be and is 

hereby amended and reordained by adding therein a new Division 3, consisting of new sections 

numbered 2-1361 through 2-1366, as follows: 

DIVISION 3 

OPEN DATA POLICY 

Sec. 2-1361.  Purpose.  
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The purpose of this division is to establish an “open data” policy for the City, and it is the 

City’s intent that, to the maximum extent possible, this division be construed to promote access by 

the public to data. 

Sec. 2-1362.  Definitions. 

For the purposes of this division, the words or terms used in this division shall be 

interpreted as set forth in this section, except where the context clearly indicates that a different 

meaning is intended: 

(a) Agency.  “Agency” means a board, commission, department, office, or like 

organizational unit of the City. 

(b) Data.  “Data” means factual, geospatial, narrative, qualitative, quantitative, 

statistical, tabular, or textual information that is maintained or created by or on behalf of the City. 

(c) Dataset.  “Dataset” means a named collection containing related data formatted or 

organized in a prescribed or specific manner, such as in tabular form. 

(d) Lead open data coordinator.  “Lead open data coordinator” means [a City 

employee designated by the Chief Administrative Officer] the Director of Information Technology 

or an employee of the Department of Information Technology designated by the Director of 

Information Technology to coordinate, develop, and implement the requirements of this division. 

(e) Legal encumbrance.  “Legal encumbrance” means a restriction on the use of data 

deriving from intellectual property rights under federal or state law or from a contract to which the 

City is a party. 

(f) Open data.  “Open data” means data that is made available to the public on the 

internet in an open format with no fee, legal encumbrance, or registration requirement. 
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(g) Open data coordinator.  “Open data coordinator” means a City employee 

designated by the head of each agency required to so designate by the lead open data coordinator.  

(h) Open data management team.  “Open data management team” means the lead open 

data coordinator and all open data coordinators. 

(i) Open data portal.  “Open data portal” means https://data.richmondgov.com/ or a 

successor website established and maintained by or on behalf of the City.  

(j) Open format.  “Open format” means a widely accepted, machine-readable, 

nonproprietary, platform-independent method of formatting and transmitting data that provides 

automated processing, analysis, and search functions. 

(k) Protected data.  “Protected data” means data to which an agency is required by law 

to deny access. 

(l) Publishable data.  “Publishable data” means data that is not protected data or 

sensitive data and that has been prepared for publication through the open data portal. 

(m) Sensitive data.  “Sensitive data” means data to which an agency is allowed by law 

to deny access. 

Sec. 2-1363.  Mandatory practices. 

(a) The Chief Administrative Officer shall develop and implement practices that will 

enable the City to do all of the following: 

(1) Release all publishable data in an open format with no legal encumbrance 

affecting its use. 

(2) Publish high quality, up-to-date data with supporting documentation, if 

applicable, that is permanently available. 
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(3) Provide or support access by the public to free, historical archives of open 

data. 

(4) Establish and maintain an open data portal in accordance with section 2-

1365. 

(5) Solicit public input concerning and determine which datasets will have the 

greatest benefit to the public if published in accordance with this division. 

(6) Measure the effectiveness of publishing particular datasets pursuant to this 

division. 

(7) Minimize limitations on the disclosure of public information while 

appropriately safeguarding protected data and sensitive data. 

(8) Encourages innovative use of open data by the City and the public. 

(b) The Director of Information Technology[, or the designee thereof,] shall work with 

[the lead open data coordinator and] the open data management team to develop and implement 

the practices needed to achieve the objectives set forth in subsection (a). 

(c) Each agency shall adhere to the practices developed and implemented pursuant to 

this section and shall apply those practices, as applicable, to the records of contractors that create 

or provide data to the agency. 

Sec. 2-1364.  Open data management team. 

(a) Each Deputy Chief Administrative Officer shall designate one open data 

coordinator from an agency within that Deputy Chief Administrative Officer’s portfolio.  The 

Chief Administrative Officer shall designate one open data coordinator to represent those agencies 

the heads of which are appointed by the Chief Administrative Officer but that do not fall within a 

Deputy Chief Administrative Officer’s portfolio. 
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(b) The open data management team, led by the lead open data coordinator, shall be 

responsible for ensuring that each of the following is done: 

(1) [For each agency, identify and publish] Publish appropriate contact 

information for [an] each open data coordinator. 

(2) Develop and maintain a comprehensive inventory of datasets maintained by 

each agency that can be published and updated regularly through the open data portal. 

(3) Develop and implement a process for determining the relative level of risk 

and public benefit associated with the publication of sensitive data sufficiently to enable a 

determination whether and how that sensitive data should be published. 

(4) Develop and implement a process for prioritizing the publication of datasets 

through the open data portal based on the level of interest expressed by the public, the 

City’s strategic priorities, existing opportunities for data use in the public interest, and the 

cost.  

(5) Solicit input from agencies and the public to identify datasets that will have 

the greatest benefit to city residents if published through the open data portal. 

(6) Develop and implement processes for publishing datasets through the open 

data portal, including the standards for review to determine use-appropriate formats, 

quality of data, timeliness of publication, and exclusion of protected data and sensitive 

data. 

(7) Develop materials, accessed through the internet, to teach users how to 

interact with, navigate, and use the open data portal. 

(8) Develop and monitor a regularly updated, publicly available timeline for the 

publication of new datasets through the open data portal. 
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(9) Develop standards that ensure that open data is available for bulk download. 

[(b)] (c) In complying with subsection [(a)] (b), the open data management team shall work 

with the City Council, the Office of the City Attorney, and the Office of the City Clerk and shall 

solicit input from both agencies and the public on a regular basis.  On a continuing basis, the open 

data management team shall make recommendations for improvements to the practices, processes, 

and standards required to be established pursuant to this division to better enable the City to 

achieve the goals set forth in this division. 

Sec. 2-1365.  Open data portal. 

(a) The Department of Information Technology shall be responsible for maintaining 

the open data portal and ensuring that the open data portal may be accessed through the City’s 

website. 

(b) Data published through the open data portal will be open data.  The Director of 

Information Technology shall develop appropriate disclaimers and terms of use applicable to the 

open data portal and the data published through the open data portal and cause such disclaimers 

and terms of use to be posted conspicuously on the open data portal.  All disclaimers and terms of 

use must be approved by the City Attorney or the designee thereof prior to posting. 

(c) The open data management team shall ensure that each dataset published through 

the open data portal is associated with contact information for the City employee responsible for 

that dataset and with a file layout or data dictionary that provides information about field labels 

and field values. 

Sec. 2-1366.  Reporting. 

No later than March 31, 2017, and March 31 of every year thereafter, the open data 

management team shall publish and submit to the City Council an annual open data report.  This 
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report must include (i) an assessment of progress towards the achievement of the goals set forth in 

this division, (ii) a list of datasets currently available on the open data portal, (iii) statistics 

concerning “hits” and downloads recorded for each dataset, (iv) an assessment of how the program 

set forth in this division has furthered the City’s strategic priorities, and (v) projections including 

a description and time frame for each dataset the open data management team expects to be 

published through the open data portal in the next year. 

§ 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon adoption. 

 
















